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Company Comment: Patagonia concluded business with the factory because we experienced ongoing 
serious quality and delivery problems during the Fall 2009 and Spring 2010 seasons.  We began business 
with the factory in the Fall of 2008, and by Fall 2009 we were producing 4 styles with them which 
represented more than 10,000 units.  Several visits, emails and phone calls were made asking for 
improvement over a period of 1 year with no reasonable result.  By Spring 2010, we gradually reduced down 
to 1 style.  We exited in Fall 2010. The FLA conducted an audit here on October 7, 2008, revealing a number 
of issues pertaining to outsourced workers; the most serious being 2 sets of working hour records.  The 
factory was responsive to making all the changes required in the Corrective Action Plan (CAP) and no critical 
issues were left open after our exit. 
 
COMPANY: Patagonia 
COUNTRY: India 
FACTORY CODE: 090032887G 
MONITOR: T Group Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 
AUDIT DATE: October 7 – 8, 2008 
PRODUCTS: Knit Garments 
PROCESSES: Cut to Pack, Embroidery 
NUMBER OF WORKERS: 538 
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Holidays, Leave, Legal Benefits and Bonuses  
 
WBOT.5 Employers shall provide all legally mandated holidays, leave, benefits and bonuses, such as 
official holidays, annual leave, sick leave, severance payments and 13th month payments, to all eligible 
workers within legally defined time periods. In addition, all leave and bonuses shall be calculated 
correctly. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Legally mandated benefits of Provident Fund (PF) and Employees State Insurance (ESI) 
not extended to outsourced “loaders.” Security guards stated during interviews they do 
not receive any bonus and earned leave benefits. They work on “No work, No pay” basis. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. As the factory is the principal employer, it is responsible and needs to ensure that the 
same standards are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for 
employees on their rolls.  
2. The factory shall ensure that all legally mandated benefits and bonuses are paid. 
Deadline 
Date:  
12/17/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
All contract workers are employed through legal contract structures available according 
to law. All records pertaining to wages and OT are maintained by contractor, under strict 
vigilance by us. All contract workers are given time cards, where entry is recorded by 
gate security. All payments to people will be under the presence of a HR candidate. 
Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. 
Salary disbursement will be done on company premises, under our supervision, under 
calculation as per law. All OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/25/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Accurate Length of Service Calculation  
 
WBOT.18 All workers shall be credited with all time worked for an employer for purposes of calculating 
length of service to determine the benefits to which workers are entitled. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Appointment letters for outsourced loaders, specifying terms and conditions of 
employment, could not be produced for review. Therefore, we cannot verify if all time 
worked is being credited to ensure benefits of gratuity, which are legally payable on 
completion of 5 years of service. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must have a copy of all documents maintained in facility where these workers 
are employed.  
2. Factory, being the principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure that the 
same standards are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for 
employees on their rolls. 
Deadline 
Date:  
12/17/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
All contract workers are employed through legal contract structures available according 
to law. All records pertaining to wages and OT are maintained by contractor, under strict 
vigilance by us. All contract workers are given time cards, where entry is recorded by 
gate security. All payments to people will be under the presence of a HR candidate. 
Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. 
Salary disbursement will be done on company premises, under our supervision, under 
calculation as per law. All OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: General Compliance Wages, Benefits and 
Overtime Compensation  
 
WBOT.1 Employers shall comply with all local laws, regulations and procedures concerning the 
payment of wages and benefits, including overtime compensation. In any case where laws and the FLA 
Code are contradictory, the standard that provides the greatest protection for workers shall apply. 
Where provisions are lacking, employers shall take measures to reasonably accommodate matters 
concerning the payments of wages and benefits, including overtime compensation. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Review of trainees’ appointment letters reveal factory continues to pay unskilled wages, 
even though employee has completed 1 year training period, followed by another year 
of regular employment in semi-skilled job. E.g., worker hired in 2006 paid stipend of INR 
1800/- (now revised to INR 2413/-). In 2007, worker paid unskilled wage of INR 2413/-. In 
2008, salary revised to INR 2540/-, the current unskilled wage. Factory pays INR.260 as 
(TA) in addition. This does not meet legal requirements. Worker interviews revealed 
some workers in cutting, embroidery, bundling, stores and gardening were employed 
through a labor contractor. They were working on a daily rate basis, receiving INR 90/- 
per day. This works out to INR 2340 a month, below minimum wage of INR 2413. They 
get INR 11/- for extra hours worked beyond 8 a day against legal entitlement of INR 26/-.  
Few female workers interviewed stated they are paid INR 75 a day, which is INR 1950 per 
month, below minimum wage of INR 2413. Per hour, these women were paid INR 10/-, 
against legal entitlement of INR 23.20/, for extra hours worked beyond regular hours. 
These workers work up to 4 hours of OT a day. Workers interviewed stated while extra 
hours worked up to 16 a month compensated along with wage payments; compensation 
for hours worked beyond 16 is paid separately. They stated that while OT hours worked 
up to 16 a month compensated at twice the wage rate, hours worked beyond 16  a 
month compensated at single time the wage rate. When calculated, amount of extra 
cash received, other than amount paid through wage register, corresponded to total OT 
hours worked by employees. Wage records pertaining to compensation paid for extra 
hours worked beyond 16 a month not made available for review. 
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Plan Of 
Action: 
 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory must review its trainee wages to ensure they are compliant with law. 
Documentation must be kept.  
4. Factory must then develop a trainee policy and determine who is responsible for 
overseeing its implementation.  
5. Factory shall communicate new policy to workers, so they are clear on how their 
wages are calculated. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
1. Minimum wage notification effected only in April 2007. Before this, they were on a 
stipend, within legal purview as approved by apprentice advisor of regional government.  
2. Company does not engage any outsourced employees on core activities. Outsourced 
workers will be engaged only in areas permitted under law, and paid accordingly. All 
contract workers employed through legal contract structures available according to law. 
All wages and OT records maintained by contractor under strict vigilance by us. All 
payment to workers will be in presence of a HR candidate. Payroll record will be 
maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will 
be done on company premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All 
OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. Wage calculation based 
on attendance time records from Synel (timekeeping) system for all employees. 
Outsourced employees given time cards at security. In-times and out-times maintained 
very strictly, through which we are mapping attendance and OT details. All statutory 
obligations like PF and ESI are strictly adhered to for all regular and outsourced 
employees. Time cards are best method for ensuring outsourced workers’ attendance 
and OT details. Outsourced workers engaged in security department (rotate in shifts), 
housekeeping and non-core areas (work single shift). Proper care is taken so that any 
single outsourced worker's hours do not exceed 60 a week. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/05/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
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Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Minimum Wage  
 
WBOT.2 Employers shall pay workers at least the legal minimum wage or the prevailing industry wage, 
whichever is higher. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Review of trainees’ appointment letters reveal factory continues to pay unskilled wages, 
even though employee completed 1 year training period, followed by another year of 
regular employment in semi-skilled job. E.g., worker hired in 2006 being paid stipend of 
INR 1800/- (now revised to INR 2413/-). In 2007, worker paid unskilled wage of INR 
2413/-. In 2008, salary revised to INR 2540/-, the current unskilled wage. Factory pays 
INR.260 as (TA) in addition. This does not meet legal requirements. Worker interviews 
revealed some workers in cutting, embroidery, bundling, stores and gardening were 
employed through labor contractor; they were working on daily rate basis and receiving 
INR 90/- per day, working out to INR 2340 a month, below minimum wage of INR 2413. 
They get INR 11/- for extra hours worked beyond 8 a day against legal entitlement of INR 
26/-. Few female workers interviewed stated they are paid INR 75/- a day, working out 
to INR 1950 a month, below minimum wage of INR 2413. They were paid INR 10/- per 
hour, against legal entitlement of INR 23.20 /-, for extra hours worked beyond regular 
hours. These workers work up to 4 hours of OT per day. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed. 
 2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory must review trainee wages to ensure are compliant with law. Documentation 
must be kept. 
 4. Factory must then develop trainee policy and determine who is responsible for 
overseeing its implementation.  
5. Factory shall communicate new policy to workers, so they are clear on how wages are 
calculated. 
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Deadline 
Date:  
 
11/05/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
Garment industry in area comes under unskilled category, so only Minimum Wage Act is 
applicable. However, our wage classification has a clear distinction based on experience, 
efficiency and work area distinction (core and non-core). Hence, we are completely 
compliant in this aspect. With respect to contract labor, we realized there were some 
discrepancies in wage and OT disbursements, as we did not monitor that area. Now, we 
are making sure wage disbursement done on premises, under our supervision, to ensure 
workers getting full wages as per time records, without any discrimination. This practice 
has been going on for last 5 months and we will not be having this issue in the future. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Timely Payment of Wages  
 
WBOT.4 All wages, including overtime compensation shall be paid within legally defined time limits. 
When no time limits are defined by law, compensation shall be paid at least once a month. (S)  
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Cannot confirm timely payments for outsourced workers in absence of pay records. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being the principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure that the 
same standards are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for 
employees on their rolls. 
Deadline 
Date:  
12/18/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
Factory now keeps track of records for outsourced workers. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/15/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Production and Incentive Schemes  
 
WBOT.6 Employers shall not set production targets, piece rates or any other incentive or production 
system at such a level that workers need to work beyond normal working hours as set under the FLA 
Code, excluding overtime, in order to make the legal minimum wage or the prevailing industry wage, 
whichever is higher. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: No targets set as stated by management; however, based on worker interviews, it 
appears that factory works beyond FLA benchmarks. Most outsourced workers have 
worked continuously with no weekly day off for month of September 2008. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Included in this are workloads and hours of work. Factory shall track hours of work 
and ensure that they are kept within the legal limits. 
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Deadline 
Date:  
 
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
No targets fixed by management. However, management has the right to look into 
efficiencies and guide them, improving productivity, quality, etc. All contract workers are 
employed through legal contract structures available, according to law. All wages and OT 
records maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance by us. All payments to workers 
are in the presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by 
company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done on company 
premises under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All OT hours will be 
mapped in method and paid according to law. Wage calculation based on attendance 
time records through Synel system for all employees. Outsourced employees given time 
cards at security. In-times and out-times are maintained very strictly, through which we 
are mapping attendance and OT details. All statutory obligations like PF and ESI are 
strictly adhered to for all regular and outsourced employees. Time cards are best 
method for ensuring outsourced workers’ attendance and OT details. Outsourced 
workers engaged in security department (rotate in shifts), housekeeping and non-core 
areas (work single shift). Proper care is taken that any single outsourced worker's hours 
do not exceed 60 a week. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Payment for All Hours Worked  
 
WBOT.7 Workers shall be paid for all hours worked in a workweek. Calculation of hours worked must 
include all time that the employer allows or requires the worker to work. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: 1. Electricians and mechanics designated as staff, and not compensated in wages for 
extra hours worked. All extra hours worked adjusted against regular hours. For every 8 
hours of OT, they are provided a day off. This does not comply with legal requirements.  
2. Workers interviewed stated while extra hours worked up to 16 each month are 
compensated, along with wage payments, compensation for hours beyond 16 paid 
separately. OT hours up to 16 a month compensated at twice the wage rate, yet hours 
beyond 16 a month compensated at single time of wage rate. When calculated, amount 
of extra cash received, other than amount paid via wage register, corresponded with 
total OT hours worked by employees. Wage records pertaining to compensation paid for 
extra hours beyond 16 each month not made available for review.  
3. Guards interviewed stated they work continuously for 16 hours most occasions and do 
not receive OT compensation at premium rates for extra hours worked beyond 8 hours.  
4. As per time security guards’ records, they work 3 shifts (7am – 2pm/2pm – 10pm and 
10pm – 7am). OT not paid for work done after 8 hours on 3rd shift (10pm – 7am). 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all hours of work and compensation for workers, to 
ensure each is in compliance with law and FLA code of conduct.  
4. Factory management shall make appropriate changes to payment policy, and train 
Accounts Payable staff on changes made.  
5. Workers then must receive training detailing how their wages are calculated, what the 
legal hours of work are, when overtime begins and how it is calculated. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
1. Electricians and mechanics are in supervisory cadre and drawing salary of Rs. 7000/- 
and above. They are in staff category, and for every 8 hours of OT, they are provided a 
day off. Provisions of Factories Act do not apply to them, as nature of their job is 
supervisory and managerial functions.  
2. Those workers working extra are paid double wages, as per provisions of Factories Act.  
3. Security guards engaged in extra hours are being paid overtime. However, we will also 
ensure in future that these payments are being disbursed in front of us.  
4. As per requirements, security guards are working in 3 shifts.  
5. Since mechanics working only on general shift, question of OT does not arise for this 
category. Electricians working in shifts (A and B), so possibility of OT will not arise. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Calculation Basis for Overtime Payments  
 
WBOT.8 Employers shall compensate workers for all hours worked. For workers on a piece rate 
payment scheme or any other incentive scheme, payments for overtime hours worked shall be 
calculated by applying the premium rate required by law or this Code on the same payment scheme as 
is used for calculating wages for normal working hours, unless the payment scheme used leads to 
higher wages for workers. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: 1. Electricians and mechanics designated as staff, and not compensated in wages for 
extra hours worked. All extra hours worked adjusted against regular hours. For every 8 
hours of OT, they are provided a day off. This does not comply with legal requirements.  
2. Workers interviewed stated while extra hours worked up to 16 each month are 
compensated, along with wage payments, compensation for hours beyond 16 paid 
separately. OT hours up to 16 a month compensated at twice the wage rate, yet hours 
beyond 16 a month compensated at single time of wage rate. When calculated, amount 
of extra cash received, other than amount paid via wage register, corresponded with 
total OT hours worked by employees. Wage records pertaining to compensation paid for 
extra hours beyond 16 each month not made available for review.  
3. Guards interviewed stated they work continuously for 16 hours most occasions and do 
not receive OT compensation at premium rates for extra hours worked beyond 8 hours.  
4. As per time security guards’ records, they work 3 shifts (7am – 2pm/2pm – 10pm and 
10pm – 7am). OT not paid for work done after 8 hours on 3rd shift (10pm – 7am). 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all hours of work and compensation for workers, to 
ensure each is in compliance with law and FLA code of conduct.  
4. Factory management shall make appropriate changes to payment policy, and train 
Accounts Payable staff on changes made.  
5. Workers then must receive training detailing how their wages are calculated, what the 
legal hours of work are, when overtime begins and how it is calculated. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
1. Electricians and mechanics are in supervisory cadre and drawing salary of Rs. 7000/- 
and above. They are in staff category, and for every 8 hours of OT, they are provided a 
day off. Provisions of Factories Act do not apply to them, as nature of their job is 
supervisory and managerial functions.  
2. Those workers working extra are paid double wages, as per provisions of Factories Act.  
3. Security guards engaged in extra hours are being paid overtime. However, we will also 
ensure in future that these payments are being disbursed in front of us.  
4. As per requirements, security guards are working in 3 shifts.  
5. Since mechanics working only on general shift, question of OT does not arise for this 
category. Electricians working in shifts (A and B), so possibility of OT will not arise. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Premium/Overtime Compensation  
 
WBOT.10 The factory shall comply with all applicable laws, regulations and procedures governing the 
payment of premium rates for work on holidays, rest days, and overtime. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: 1. Electricians and mechanics designated as staff, and not compensated in wages for 
extra hours worked. All extra hours worked adjusted against regular hours. For every 8 
hours of OT, they are provided a day off. This does not comply with legal requirements.  
2. Workers interviewed stated while extra hours worked up to 16 each month are 
compensated, along with wage payments, compensation for hours beyond 16 paid 
separately. OT hours up to 16 a month compensated at twice the wage rate, yet hours 
beyond 16 a month compensated at single time of wage rate. When calculated, amount 
of extra cash received, other than amount paid via wage register, corresponded with 
total OT hours worked by employees. Wage records pertaining to compensation paid for 
extra hours beyond 16 each month not made available for review.  
3. Guards interviewed stated they work continuously for 16 hours most occasions and do 
not receive OT compensation at premium rates for extra hours worked beyond 8 hours.  
4. As per time security guards’ records, they work 3 shifts (7am – 2pm/2pm – 10pm and 
10pm – 7am). OT not paid for work done after 8 hours on 3rd shift (10pm – 7am). 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all hours of work and compensation for workers, to 
ensure each is in compliance with law and FLA code of conduct.  
4. Factory management shall make appropriate changes to payment policy, and train 
Accounts Payable staff on changes made.  
5. Workers then must receive training detailing how their wages are calculated, what the 
legal hours of work are, when overtime begins and how it is calculated. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
1. Electricians and mechanics are in supervisory cadre and drawing salary of Rs. 7000/- 
and above. They are in staff category, and for every 8 hours of OT, they are provided a 
day off. Provisions of Factories Act do not apply to them, as nature of their job is 
supervisory and managerial functions.  
2. Those workers working extra are paid double wages, as per provisions of Factories Act.  
3. Security guards engaged in extra hours are being paid overtime. However, we will also 
ensure in future that these payments are being disbursed in front of us.  
4. As per requirements, security guards are working in 3 shifts.  
5. Since mechanics working only on general shift, question of OT does not arise for this 
category. Electricians working in shifts (A and B), so possibility of OT will not arise. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Overtime Compensation Awareness  
 
WBOT.11 Workers shall be informed, orally and in writing, about overtime compensation rates prior to 
undertaking overtime. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Outsourced workers not issued any appointment letters providing details of their terms 
and conditions of employment. This also includes OT hours and compensation. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, needs to ensure that the same standards are being 
maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all hours of work and compensation for workers to 
ensure that each is in compliance with law and FLA code of conduct.  
4. Factory management shall make appropriate changes to payment policy and train 
Accounts Payable staff on changes made. 
 5. Workers then must receive a training detailing how their wages are calculated, what 
the legal hours of work are, when OT begins and how it is calculated. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
All contract workers employed through legal contract structures available according to 
law. All wages and OT records maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance by us. All 
payment to workers will be in the presence of a HR candidate. Payroll record will be 
maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will 
be done on company premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All 
OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. Wage calculation based 
on attendance time records through Synel system for all employees. Outsourced 
employees given time cards at security. In-times and out-times maintained very strictly, 
through which we are mapping attendance and OT details. All statutory obligations like 
PF and ESI are strictly adhered to for all regular and outsourced employees. Time cards 
are best method for ensuring outsourced workers’ attendance and OT details. 
Outsourced workers are engaged in security department (rotate in shifts), housekeeping 
and non-core areas (work single shift). Proper care is taken that any single outsourced 
worker's hours do not exceed 60 a week. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
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Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Overtime Compensation for Piece Rates and 
Other Incentive Schemes  
 
WBOT.12 Employers shall not set production targets, piece rates, or any other incentive or production 
system at such a level that the payment for overtime work performed is less than the premium pay 
required by law. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: 1. Electricians and mechanics designated as staff, and not compensated in wages for 
extra hours worked. All extra hours worked adjusted against regular hours. For every 8 
hours of OT, they are provided a day off. This does not comply with legal requirements.  
2. Workers interviewed stated while extra hours worked up to 16 each month are 
compensated, along with wage payments, compensation for hours beyond 16 paid 
separately. OT hours up to 16 a month compensated at twice the wage rate, yet hours 
beyond 16 a month compensated at single time of wage rate. When calculated, amount 
of extra cash received, other than amount paid via wage register, corresponded with 
total OT hours worked by employees. Wage records pertaining to compensation paid for 
extra hours beyond 16 each month not made available for review.  
3. Guards interviewed stated they work continuously for 16 hours most occasions and do 
not receive OT compensation at premium rates for extra hours worked beyond 8 hours.  
4. As per time security guards’ records, they work 3 shifts (7am – 2pm/2pm – 10pm and 
10pm – 7am). OT not paid for work done after 8 hours on 3rd shift (10pm – 7am). 
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Plan Of 
Action: 
 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all hours of work and compensation for workers, to 
ensure each is in compliance with law and FLA code of conduct.  
4. Factory management shall make appropriate changes to payment policy, and train 
Accounts Payable staff on changes made.  
5. Workers then must receive training detailing how their wages are calculated, what the 
legal hours of work are, when overtime begins and how it is calculated. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
1. Electricians and mechanics are in supervisory cadre and drawing salary of Rs. 7000/- 
and above. They are in staff category, and for every 8 hours of OT, they are provided a 
day off. Provisions of Factories Act do not apply to them, as nature of their job is 
supervisory and managerial functions.  
2. Those workers working extra are paid double wages, as per provisions of Factories Act.  
3. Security guards engaged in extra hours are being paid overtime. However, we will also 
ensure in future that these payments are being disbursed in front of us.  
4. As per requirements, security guards are working in 3 shifts.  
5. Since mechanics working only on general shift, question of OT does not arise for this 
category. Electricians working in shifts (A and B), so possibility of OT will not arise. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Voluntary Wage Deductions  
 
FLA WBOT.13. All legally mandated deductions for taxes, social insurance, or other purposes shall be 
deposited each pay period in the legally defined account or transmitted to the legally defined agency. 
This includes any lawful garnishments for back taxes, etc. The employer shall not hold over any of these 
funds from one pay period to the other unless the law specifies that deposits are to be made less 
frequently than pay periods (e.g., monthly deposits, weekly pay). If the law does not specify, then 
deposits shall be made before the next pay period in all cases.  
 Fail 
 
Explanation: While copies of deposit receipts for contributions deducted towards mandated benefits 
from outsourced security guards not available in facility after February 2008, no receipts 
available for outsourced housekeeping and loading workers. Hence, cannot verify 
compliance with legal requirement. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their pay rolls. 
Deadline 
Date:  
12/17/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As suggested, all wage records of outsourced workers, such as security, housekeeping, 
loading and unloading, will be monitored exclusively by a HR representative who will 
ensure compensation/wages are disbursed in their presence. Normally, wage calculation 
for outsourced workmen done and paid by agency from which we hired their services. 
We used to pay agency every month for producing bills towards wages, statutory 
payments like PF and ESI. Since we understand through personal interview the 
variations, we have decided to do wage calculation by our personnel department and 
distribute wages through agency on our premises under our supervision. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
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Plan 
Complete: 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Voluntary Wage Deductions/Worker Access to 
Information  
 
WBOT.15 Workers shall have access to regular and full information concerning the status of relevant 
accounts and the status and level of their payments thereto. (P)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Pay slips are not issued to outsourced workers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies. 
5. Pay slips are required for all workers. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Pay slips provided to all employees of factory. However, in the case of contract workers, 
pay slips shall be issued by contractor. We will ensure to implement this. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
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Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Accurate Calculation and Recording of Wage 
Compensation  
 
WBOT.17 All payments to workers, including hourly wages, piecework, benefits, bonuses, and other 
incentives shall be calculated and recorded accurately. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Copies of outsourced housekeeping workers and loaders wage records not maintained in 
facility. Hence, they could not be reviewed. Workers interviewed stated that while extra 
hours worked up to 16 a month compensated along with wage payments, compensation 
for hours worked beyond 16 is paid separately. They stated that while OT hours worked 
up to 16 a month are compensated at twice the wage rate, hours worked beyond 16 a 
month are compensated at single time the wage rate. When calculated, amount of extra 
cash received other than amount paid through wage register, corresponded with total 
OT hours worked by workers. Wage records pertaining to compensation paid for extra 
hours worked beyond 16 a month not made available for review. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory responsible is responsible for having a copy of all documents maintained in 
facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies.  
5. Compensation shall be paid accurately and all records shall be transparent. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
As suggested, all wage records of outsourced workers (security, housekeeping, loading, 
unloading) will be monitored exclusively by HR representative who will ensure that 
compensation/wages disbursed in their presence. Normally, wage calculation for 
outsourced workers done and paid by agency from which we hired their services. We 
used to pay agency every month on producing bills towards wages, statutory payments 
like PF and ESI. Since we understand through personal interview the variations, we have 
decided to do wage calculation by our personnel department and distribute wages 
through agency on our premises under our supervision. All OT hours will be mapped in 
method and paid accordingly to law. Wage calculation based on attendance time records 
through Synel system for all employees. Outsourced employees given time cards at 
security. In-times and out-times maintained very strictly, through which we are mapping 
attendance and OT details. All statutory obligations like PF and ESI strictly adhered to for 
all regular and outsourced employees. Time cards are best method for ensuring 
outsourced workers’ attendance and OT details. Outsourced workers engaged in security 
department (rotate in shifts), housekeeping and non-core areas (work single shift). 
Proper care is taken that any single outsourced worker's hours do not exceed 60 a week. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: False Payroll Records  
 
WBOT.19 Employers shall not use hidden or multiple payroll records in order to hide overtime, to 
falsely demonstrate hourly wages, or for any other fraudulent reason. Payroll records maintained shall 
be authentic and accurate. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Per worker interviews, OT hours worked were more than those on wage records. It 
appears factory maintains second set of time records for OT hours beyond 16 a month. 
Also, workers interviewed stated that while extra hours worked up to 16 a month 
compensated along with wage payments, compensation for hours worked beyond 16 is 
paid separately. They confirmed signing on 2 sets of pay records during wage payments. 
Second record not produced for review. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies.  
5. Compensation shall be paid accurately and all records shall be transparent. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
OT hours recorded in day-to-day Synel system and linked to monthly wages; extra 
payment calculated from basis of number of hours engaged in factory. All compensation 
records maintained accurately. No second record as such, it could not be produced. 
Normally wage calculation for outsourced workers done and paid by agency whose 
services we hired. We used to pay agency every month on producing bills for wages, 
statutory payments like PF and ESI. Since we understand through personal interview the 
variations, have decided to do wage calculation by our personnel department and 
distribute wages through agency on our premises under our supervision. We do not have 
any separate OT sheet. OT calculations made only on Synel system punch records for 
workers, and based on time entered on time card for outsourced workers. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
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Action 
Taken: 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Payroll Record Maintenance/Worker 
Acknowledgement  
 
WBOT.20 All compensation records shall be maintained accurately and shall be acknowledged by the 
worker as accurate. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Per worker interviews, OT hours worked were more than those on wage records. It 
appears factory maintains second set of time records for OT hours worked beyond 16 a 
month. Also, workers stated that while extra hours worked up to 16 a month are 
compensated along with wage payments, compensation for hours worked beyond 16 is 
paid separately. Second record not produced for review. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must have copy of all documents kept in facility where workers employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies.  
5. Compensation shall be paid accurately and all records shall be transparent. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
OT hours recorded in day-to-day Synel system and linked to monthly wages; extra 
payment calculated from basis of number of hours engaged in factory. All compensation 
records maintained accurately. No second record as such, it could not be produced. 
Normally wage calculation for outsourced workers done and paid by agency whose 
services we hired. We used to pay agency every month on producing bills for wages, 
statutory payments like PF and ESI. Since we understand through personal interview the 
variations, have decided to do wage calculation by our personnel department and 
distribute wages through agency on our premises under our supervision. We do not have 
any separate OT sheet. OT calculations made only on Synel system punch records for 
workers, and based on time entered on time card for outsourced workers. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Record Maintenance  
 
WBOT.21 Employers shall ensure that all legally required payroll documents, journals and reports are 
available, complete, accurate and up-to-date. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Copies of wage records for outsourced housekeeping workers and loaders not 
maintained in facility. Hence, they could not be reviewed. Per worker interviews, OT 
hours worked were more than those on wage records. It appears factory maintains 
second set of time records for OT hours beyond 16 a month. Also, workers interviewed 
stated while extra hours worked up to 16 a month compensated along with wage 
payments, compensation for hours worked beyond 16 is paid separately. Second record 
not produced for review. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must have a copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies.  
5. Compensation shall be paid accurately and all records shall be transparent. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
All contract workers employed through legal contract structures available according to 
law. All wages and OT records maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance by us. All 
contract workers given time cards with entry recorded by gate security. All payments to 
workers in presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by 
company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done on company 
premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All OT hours will be 
mapped in method and paid according to law. Time cards are best method for ensuring 
outsourced workers’ attendance and OT details. Outsourced workers engaged in security 
department (rotate in shifts), housekeeping and non-core areas (work single shift). 
Proper care is taken that any single outsourced worker's hours do not exceed 60 a week. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
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Action 
Taken: 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Worker Wage Awareness  
 
WBOT.22 Employers shall make every reasonable effort to ensure workers understand the wages, 
including the calculation of wages, incentives systems, benefits and bonuses they are entitled to in a 
factory and under applicable laws. To this end, employers shall communicate orally and in writing to all 
workers all relevant information in the local language or language(s) spoken by the workers, if different 
from the local language. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: No pay slips issued to outsourced workers. No pay slips issued providing details of OT 
hours worked beyond 16 hours a month. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of the changes to factory policies.  
5. Pay slips are required for all workers. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
Pay slips provided to all employees. However, in the case of contract workers, pay slips 
shall be issued by contractor. We will ensure to implement this. We will ensure pay slips 
issued to outsourced workers by contractor. We will send a computer statement of their 
wage calculation, as per our records, on 5th of every month for them, to make pay slip 
accordingly. Pay slips will be distributed to workers on our premises on salary day. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Contestation of Wage Payments  
 
WBOT.24 Employers must establish a system through which workers can contest wage payments and 
receive clarifications in this respect in a timely manner. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Discrepancies noted in wage figures as mentioned in appointment letter and wage slip. 
E.g., appointment letter issued in April 2006 reflects wages payable as INR 3899/-, while 
wage slip for last wage paid says INR 3573. Workers interviewed confirmed having 
received amount on wage slip. However, these workers have gotten a satisfactory 
response from management about this discrepancy. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of documents in facility where these workers employed. 
 2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management should review all internal documentation to ensure consistency. 
Needs to be clarity on wages and compensation where workers can reference laws.  
4. Worker then must be trained on laws surrounding hours, wages and compensation. 
Factory shall record these trainings and document who attended. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
It was a clerical error in appointment letter, wage payable as mentioned in handwritten 
as Rs.3899/-instead of Rs.3573/-. However, it got rectified and informed to the parties. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Worker Wage Access to Information  
 
WBOT.25 Workers shall have access to understandable information from their employer about their 
wages and benefits. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Appointment letters not issued to outsourced workers. Those issued to factory 
employees are in English and not in local language. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory management has all appointment letters written in local language of workers. 
2. Factory management then must review all appointment letters with each worker. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As per standing orders, all appointments issued in English; however, code and benefits 
entitled are displayed in local language. We will also work it out whether to translate to 
local language. In India, all appointment orders issued in English. At the time of issuing 
appointment orders for any worker, all details such as salary, benefits, terms and 
conditions will be explained to them in detail. Issuing appointment orders in English is 
according to law and do need not be converted to local language. We have referred to 
legal counsel about legality of appointment order clauses. Wage and benefits part taken 
care of by Minimum Wages Act, which is as per law. Terms and conditions of workers are 
designed as per Certified Standing Orders of organization, which is certified by the 
government. This is in total as per existing laws.  
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Wages, Benefits and Overtime Compensation: Wage Receipt  
 
WBOT.27 All payments of wages and benefits in cash and in-kind made directly to the worker must be 
properly documented and their receipt and accuracy must be confirmed by the relevant worker in 
writing (signature, thumbprint, etc.). No one can receive wages on behalf of a worker, unless the 
worker concerned has, in full freedom, authorized in writing for another person to do so. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: As per worker interviews, OT hours worked were more than those on wage records. It 
appears factory maintains second set of time records for OT hours worked beyond 16 a 
month. Also, workers interviewed stated while extra hours worked up to 16 a month 
compensated along with wage payments, compensation for hours worked beyond 16 is 
paid separately. Second record not produced for review. Management does not monitor 
wages and benefits paid to outsourced workers. Under Contract Labor Act management, 
as principal employer, is responsible for accurate and timely wage payment, and are 
required to sign on wage records to confirm timely and accurate payments. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Specifically, management shall ensure all wages and benefits accurately being paid to 
all workers.  
5. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of the changes to the factory policies. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
OT hours recorded in day-to-day Synel system; linked to monthly wages and extra hours 
payments, which are calculated on basis of number of hours engaged in factory. All 
compensation records maintained accurately. No second record, as such could not be 
produced. Normally wage calculation for outsourced workers done and paid by agency 
we hired for services. We used to pay agency every month on producing bills towards 
wages, statutory payments like PF and ESI. Since we understand via personal interview 
the variations, we have decided to do wage calculation by our personnel department 
and distribute wages via agency on our premises under our supervision. We do not have 
any separate OT sheet. OT calculations made only on Synel system punch records for 
workers, and based on time entered on time card for outsourced workers. 
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Supplier CAP 
Date:  
 
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Forced Labor: Freedom in Employment  
 F.2 All workers shall have the right to enter into and to terminate their employment freely. (P) 
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Employment documents are not maintained for outsourced workers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where these workers employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As suggested, all outsourced workers’ wage records (security, housekeeping, loading and 
unloading) will be monitored exclusively by HR representative. Representative will 
ensure compensation/wages disbursed in their presence. All contract workers employed 
via legal contract structures available according to law. All records pertaining to wages 
and OT maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance by us. All contract workers given 
time cards with entry recorded by gate security. All payment to workers is under 
presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by company 
for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done on company premises under 
our supervision and calculation, as per law. All OT hours will be mapped in method and 
paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/25/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Forced Labor: Employment Terms/Voluntary Agreement  
 
F.3 Employment terms shall be those to which the worker has voluntarily agreed, in as far as those 
terms do not fall below provisions of local laws, freely negotiated and valid collective bargaining 
agreements, or the FLA Code. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Clauses #5, 6 and 7 of appointment letters seen in trainees’ files, do not meet legal 
requirements:  
#5: During training period, you will not be eligible for any allowance or benefits that may 
be applicable to employees of company.  
#6: No employer-employee relation will exist between yourself and the company during 
your training period.  
#7: It shall not be obligatory on part of company to offer any employment to you on 
completion of training, nor shall it be obligatory on your part to accept any employment 
in this company. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory shall review appointment letters and make changes, in order to be compliant 
with law.  
2. Management shall ensure appropriate person responsible is trained on changes and 
will ensure they are implemented. In addition, workers must be made aware of changes. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/15/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Clauses are in compliance with certified standing orders approved by Commissioner of 
Labor; it is a valid legal document. There are already qualified and trained HR executives 
implementing these requirements. In India, all appointment orders issued in English. At 
time of issuing appointment orders for any worker, all details such as salary, benefits, 
terms and conditions will be explained to them in detail. Issuing appointment orders in 
English is according to law and these need not be converted to local language. We have 
referred to legal counsel about legality of appointment order clauses. Wage and benefits 
part is taken care of by Minimum Wages Act, which is as per law. Terms and conditions 
of workers designed as per Certified Standing Orders of the organization, which are 
certified by government. This is in total as per existing laws.  
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
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Action 
Taken: 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Forced Labor: Employment Terms/Prohibitions  
 
F.4 There can be no employment terms (including in contracts or any other instruments or in any 
formal or informal recruitment arrangements) which: specify that employees can be confined or be 
subjected to restrictions on freedom of movement; allow employers to hold wages already earned; 
provide for penalties resulting in paying back wages already earned; or in any way punish workers for 
terminating employment. (P) 
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: In the absence of employment documents, we cannot confirm for outsourced workers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As suggested, all wage records of outsourced workers (security, housekeeping, loading, 
unloading) will be monitored exclusively by HR representative. This representative will 
ensure compensation/wages disbursed in their presence. All contract workers employed 
through legal contract structures available according to law. All records pertaining to 
wages and OT maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance by us. All contract workers 
given time cards, with entry recorded by gate security. All payments to workers in the 
presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by company 
for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done under our supervision and 
calculation, as per law. All OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
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Supplier CAP 
Date:  
 
11/25/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Forced Labor: Debt/Bonded Labor  
 
F.5 Employers shall not bind workers to employment as a condition of fulfilling terms of a debt to a 
third party or to the employer. (S) 
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: In absence of employment documents for outsourced workers, we cannot confirm same. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As suggested, all wage records of outsourced workers (security, housekeeping, loading, 
unloading) will be monitored exclusively by HR representative. This representative will 
ensure compensation/wages disbursed in their presence. All contract workers employed 
through legal contract structures available according to law. All records pertaining to 
wages and OT maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance by us. All contract workers 
given time cards, with entry recorded by gate security. All payments to workers in the 
presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by company 
for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done under our supervision and 
calculation, as per law. All OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
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Supplier CAP 
Date:  
 
11/25/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Forced Labor: Wage Advances  
 
F.6 Wage advances shall not exceed three months pay or legal limits, whichever is less. Advances shall 
only be made following clearly established factory rules which have been communicated to workers. 
Advances must be properly documented and their receipt and accuracy must be confirmed by the 
relevant worker in writing (signature, thumbprint, etc.). (P) 
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: In absence of wage records for outsourced housekeeping workers and loaders, we 
cannot confirm same. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As suggested, all wage records of outsourced workers (security, housekeeping, loading 
and unloading) will be monitored exclusively by a HR representative. This representative 
will ensure that compensation/wages are disbursed in their presence. 
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Supplier CAP 
Date:  
Action 
Taken: 
All contract workers employed through legal contract structures available according to 
law. All records pertaining to wages and OT maintained by contractor, under strict 
vigilance by us. All contract workers given time cards with entry recorded by gate 
security. All payment to workers will be in presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will 
be maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement 
will be done on company premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. 
All OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Forced Labor: Free Disposal of Wages/Cash and In-Kind Compensation  
 
F.7 Employers shall not limit in any manner the freedom of workers to dispose of their wages. Workers 
shall be compensated for their work directly through the provision of cash or its equivalent. The partial 
payment of wages in form of allowances in-kind is permissible when: allowed under local law, and as 
long as legal limits are complied with; they are appropriate for personal use and benefit of worker and 
his or her family; or the value attributed to such allowances is fair and reasonable and receipt of in-kind 
compensation is voluntary. Wages must be paid on regular working days and in principle at or near the 
workplace. Workers must be free from any coercion to make use of factory or works stores. (P) 
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: In absence of wage records for outsourced housekeeping workers and loaders, factory 
cannot confirm wage payment. Since management representatives do not sign wage 
records of outsourced security guards, we cannot confirm complete wage payment. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their pay rolls. 
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Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As suggested, all wage records of outsourced workers (security, housekeeping, loading, 
unloading) will be monitored exclusively by HR representative. The representative will 
ensure that compensation/wages disbursed in their presence. All contract workers are 
employed through legal contract structures available according to law. All the records 
pertaining to wages and OT maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance by us. All 
contract workers given time cards with entry recorded by gate security. All payment to 
workers will be under presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and 
calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done on the 
company premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All OT hours will 
be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/25/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Forced Labor: Employment Records  
 
F.9 Employers shall maintain sufficient hiring and employment records to demonstrate and verify 
compliance with this Code provision. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Employment records are not maintained for outsourced workers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory must keep copy of all documents in facility where workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
We will ensure to collect required documents from contractor for outsourced workers 
also. Management will also review in accordance with compliance required thereto. All 
contract workers employed through legal contract structures available according to law. 
All records pertaining to wages and OT maintained by contractor, under strict vigilance 
by us. All contract workers given time cards with entry recorded by gate security. All 
payment to workers will be in the presence of a HR candidate. The payroll record will be 
maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will 
be done on company premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All 
OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Child Labor: Proof of Age Documentation  
 
CL.3 Employers shall collect and maintain all documentation necessary to confirm and verify date of 
birth of all workers, such as birth certificates. In addition, the employers shall take reasonable 
measures to ensure such documentation is complete and accurate. (P)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Proof of age documents were missing for outsourced workers. Also, pictures of workers 
were missing from several age certificates issued by a doctor. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
As the factory is primary employer to outsourced workers, it is factory's responsibility to 
track documents for all workers, including proof of age. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Action 
Taken: 
Since contract workers are employed on temporary basis, we ensure that all details of 
workers’ personnel records are shown to us by agency at point of engagement. The 
same records will be given to auditor, in case there is an audit on our premises. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Non-Discrimination: General Compliance Non-Discrimination  
 
D.1 Employers shall comply with all local laws, regulations and procedures concerning non-
discrimination. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Management does not monitor equal remuneration for outsourced workers. Legally 
mandated benefits are not extended to outsourced workers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. Factory is responsible for having copies of all documents maintained in facility where 
workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, must ensure same standards being maintained for 
all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law. 
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Management is paying remuneration to contractor outsourcing workers, as per with 
Contract Labor Regulation Act. As suggested, management to review, monitor and 
depute HR representative while wages disbursed. All contract workers employed via 
legal contract structures available as per law. All wages and OT records maintained by 
contractor, under our strict vigilance. All payment to workers to be in presence of HR. 
Payroll record maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary 
disbursement done on company premises, under our supervision, under calculation as 
per law. All OT hours mapped in method and paid as per law. Wage calculation based on 
attendance time records through Synel system for all employees. Outsourced employees 
given time cards at security. In-times and out-times maintained very strictly, through 
which we are mapping attendance and OT details. All statutory obligations like PF and 
ESI strictly adhered to for all regular and outsourced employees. Time cards are best 
method for ensuring outsourced workers’ attendance and OT details. Outsourced 
workers engaged in security department (rotate in shifts), housekeeping and non-core 
areas (work single shift). Proper care is taken that any single outsourced worker's hours 
do not exceed 60 a week. Normally, wage calculation for outsourced workers done and 
paid by agency whose services we hired. We used to pay agency every month producing 
bills towards wages, statutory payments like PF and ESI. Since we understand via 
personal interview the variations, have decided to do wage calculation by our personnel 
department, and to distribute wages through agency on our premises under our 
supervision. 
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Supplier CAP 
Date:  
 
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Non-Discrimination: Recruitment and Employment Practices (Job Advertisements, Job 
Descriptions, Evaluation Policies)  
 
D.3 Recruitment and employment policies and practices, including job advertisements, job 
descriptions, and performance/job evaluation policies and practices shall be free from any type of 
discriminatory bias. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Management does not monitor job performance for outsourced workers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. As factory is principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
2. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
3. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
Management entrusted work to licensed contractors; jobs assigned to them are as per 
requirements of factory, which are permitted under law, e.g., loading, unloading, 
sweeping, security watching. These workers are monitored by concerned head of 
departments. As mentioned in earlier points, outsourced workers are engaged in menial 
jobs and placed at work according to supply of contractor and are not working in a 
continuous nature. Hence, there is no necessity for any mechanism for assessing the 
performance of the outsourced workers. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Non-Discrimination: Sex-Based Wage Discrimination  
 
D.4 There shall be no differences in remuneration for men and women workers for work of equal 
value. Remuneration (wages, compensation) includes the basic minimum or prevailing industry wage 
and any additional payments to be made directly or indirectly, whether in cash or in-kind, by the 
employer to the worker and arising out of the workers' employment. Such additional payments include 
wage differentials or increments based on seniority or marital status, cost of living allowances, housing 
or residential allowances, family allowances, benefits in-kind such as the allotment and cleaning of 
work clothes or safety equipment, and social security benefits. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Outsourced female workers are paid less than male workers. Also, OT compensation for 
female workers is less than male workers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. As factory is principal employer, factory must keep copy of all documents in facility 
where these workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory management shall review all practices to ensure this is in compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. 
 5. Factory shall specifically review wages for all workers, specifically for outsourced 
workers, to ensure there are no differences in remuneration for men and women 
workers for both regular and overtime wages. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
As suggested, factory will ensure wage disbursement, even to outsourced workers, 
through company, and will follow the legal requirements, duly protecting their entitled 
wages, benefits and other compensations. All contract workers employed through the 
legal contract structures available according to law. All records pertaining to wages and 
overtime maintained by contractor, under our strict vigilance. All payment to workers 
will be in the presence of a HR candidate. The payroll record will be maintained and 
calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done on the 
company premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law.  
All OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. Wage calculation 
based on attendance time records through Synel system for all employees. Outsourced 
employees given time cards at security. In-times and out-times maintained very strictly, 
through which we are mapping attendance and OT details. All statutory obligations like 
PF and ESI are strictly adhered to for all regular and outsourced employees. Time cards 
are best method for ensuring outsourced workers’ attendance and OT details. The 
outsourced workers are engaged in security department (rotate in shifts), housekeeping 
and non-core areas (work single shift). Proper care is taken that any single outsourced 
worker's hours do not exceed 60 a week.  
Normally, wage calculation for outsourced worker’s done and paid by agency from which 
we hired their services. We used to pay agency every month on producing bills towards 
wages, statutory payments like PF and ESI. Since we understand through personal 
interview the variations, we have decided to do wage calculations by our personnel 
department and to distribute wages through agency on our premises under our 
supervision. We will ensure pay slips are issued to outsourced workers by contractor. We 
will send a computer statement of their wage calculations as per our records on the 5th 
of every month for them to make the pay slip accordingly. These pay slips will be 
distributed to workers on our premises on salary day. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Code Awareness:  
 
GEN.1 Establish and articulate clear, written workplace standards. Formally convey those standards to 
Company factories as well as to licensees, contractors and suppliers.  
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Participating Company (PC) has not provided code of conduct (COC) poster and defined 
work place standards. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Patagonia has provided factory a copy of our code of conduct and has asked that factory 
management assists in translation and posting the code. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/15/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
Code of conduct has been translated and posted in the factory. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Code Awareness: 
 
 
GEN.2 Ensure that all Company factories as well as contractors and suppliers inform their employees 
about the workplace standards orally and through the posting of standards in a prominent place (in the 
local languages spoken by employees and managers) and undertake other efforts to educate 
employees about the standards on a regular basis. 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: As stated by management, Patagonia COC posters have not been provided to facility. No 
compliance staff from Patagonia has visited facility so far. Management and workers not 
aware of any code elements; no training has been provided to educate employees. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Patagonia has sent factory management a copy of COC. Factory shall incorporate training 
of COC into existing training schedule to ensure workers are aware of their labor rights. 
In addition, management has been notified that workers must be aware of the email 
address, should they wish to be directly in touch with Patagonia. To create an informed 
workplace, factory management should ensure workers are aware of their rights. In 
addition, factory management shall implement an effective internal grievance procedure 
where workers can bring issues to management and have them addressed in a fair way. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
COC posters have been translated and posted in factory. In addition, factory employees 
have been trained on code content. Also, factory has developed system for grievances 
explanation; factory has Grievance Committee comprised of HR executives and workers. 
Any grievances expressed are addressed with immediate effect. We also have a drop box 
system where workers can detail their grievance and drop it in, in case they do not want 
to disclose their identity. All complaints are recorded and attended to through best 
measures. A detail of the corrective action taken is also recorded against the grievance. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
12/10/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Code Awareness: 
 
 
GEN.3 Develop a secure communications channel, in a manner appropriate to the culture and 
situation, to enable Company employees and employees of contractors and suppliers to report to the 
Company on noncompliance with the workplace standards, with security that they shall not be 
punished or prejudiced for doing so. 
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: No channel of communication has been established to enable factory employees to 
report any noncompliance with work place standards to the company. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Patagonia does not have local staff in India, and therefore have placed an email address 
at the bottom of our code of conduct for workers to email Patagonia directly in their 
local language. Patagonia then will follow up. In addition, the factory has an established 
system for grievances. 
Deadline 
Date:  
12/10/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Factory has Grievance Committee comprising of HR executives and workers’ 
representatives. Any grievances expressed are addressed with immediate effect. We also 
have a drop box system where workers can detail their grievance and drop it in, in case 
they do not want to disclose their identity. All complaints are recorded and attended to 
through best measures. Details of the corrective action taken are also recorded against 
the grievance. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Health and Safety: General Compliance Health and Safety  
 
H&S.1 Employers shall comply with all local laws, regulations and procedures concerning health and 
safety. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Factory has not provided an ambulance room and canteen as required by law. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory to establish an ambulance room and canteen, as per legal law. Factory shall 
provide a plan for implementation. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Factory has provided an ambulance room and materials are also being brought. Steps 
have been taken for recruitment of a part-time medical officer and a full-time nurse. 
Steps have been taken to run canteen by outsourced food staff. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
Ambulance room is ready with all medicines and equipments; a doctor and a nurse have 
been appointed. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Health and Safety: Notification and Record Maintenance  
 
H&S.7 Employers shall notify the relevant authorities of all illnesses and accidents as required by 
applicable laws. All illness, safety and accident reports shall be maintained on site for at least one year, 
or longer if required by law. (P)  
 Uncorroborated Evidence of Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Accident register has not been updated since May 2008. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory management shall ensure a health and safety monitor for accidents and to keep 
all records up to date. Also required is a process for reviewing that these actions are 
being done on a continual basis. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
As per the statute, all workers’ and outsourced workers’ specified registers are supposed 
to be maintained. We are strictly implementing accident registers according to ESI and 
the Inspector of Factories, as per the existing law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/25/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Health and Safety: Evacuation Requirements and Procedure  
 
H&S.9 All applicable legally required or recommended elements of safe evacuation (such as posting of 
evacuation plans, the installation and maintenance of an employee alarm and emergency lighting 
systems, ensuring aisles/exits are not blocked and that workers are not blocked within their 
workstations, employee education, evacuation procedures, etc.) shall be complied with. Workers shall 
be trained in evacuation procedures. Alarm systems shall be regularly tested and evacuation drills shall 
be undertaken at least annually. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Evacuation plans and route markings missing from training section and fabric stores. 
“Keep clear” markings missing in front of all exits. All fire alarm switches are push button 
“calling bell” types. Once finger is released, alarms stop ringing. Emergency lights missing 
above all exits. Rear exit door of training section found locked. Log of fire evacuation 
drills does not provide details on number of employees present at time of drills. There 
are no observations recorded. As per management, all employees, including those 
trained in fire fighting as well as first aid, should evacuate the premises. Large quantities 
of rejected garments stored in bags were kept on either side of exit from training room 
in a haphazard manner. These bags were also blocking access to fire extinguishers. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory to review the health and safety issues outlined in audit and address issues. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
1. We have posted evacuation plan in training center.  
2. “Keep clear” signs have been posted in front of exits.  
3. Alarm switches have been replaced.  
4. Emergency lights being provided on all exits inside plant.  
5. Exit door of training section kept unlocked.  
6. Fire evacuation drill log maintained as suggested.  
7. Rejected garments, which were kept temporarily at training center, were removed 
and training center surroundings are kept clean. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
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Action 
Taken: 
 
We are a statutory complied organization in respect of health and safety. (As per 
Factories Act 1948) We are sending copies and photographs for your reference. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Health and Safety: Safety Equipment and First Aid Training  
 
H&S.10 All safety and medical equipment (such as fire fighting equipment, first aid kits, etc.) shall be 
available in sufficient numbers throughout the factory, maintained and stocked as prescribed and 
easily accessible to workers. A sufficient number of workers shall be trained in first aid and fire fighting 
techniques. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: 3 out of 4 first aid kits provided in facility were empty. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory shall maintain all first aid kits. Factory management shall ensure that first aid kits 
are maintained, and that there is staff responsible for first aid on site. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
All first aid kits filled with required medicines and other items as per first aid norms. 
Unlocked first aid kits provided in different locations in factory for access of workers. All 
essential medicines specified provided for first aid. We already have an ambulance room 
with all medicines as per law. We made provisions, and thus will have a full-time nurse 
and a consulting doctor. It will commence on December 5. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
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Plan 
Complete: 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Health and Safety: Personal Protective Equipment  
 
H&S.11 Workers shall be provided with effective and all necessary personal protective equipment 
(such as gloves, eye protection, hearing protection, respiratory protection, etc.) to prevent unsafe 
exposure (such as inhalation or contact with solvent vapors, noise, dust, etc.) to health and safety 
hazards, including medical waste. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Mesh gloves being used by band knife machine operator were oversized, which could 
cause injury. Overlock machine operators and band knife machine operator were not 
using respiratory masks and eye shields. Floating fabric dust noticed in these work areas. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory shall ensure workers are given proper protective equipment (PPE) and are 
trained on a regular basis to remind them about the proper use of their equipment. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
1. Different sizes of gloves ordered to avoid any cause of injury; however, they are 
directed to wear cotton gloves and use mesh gloves over them to avoid any slipping.  
2. All overlock operators provided with respiratory masks and necessary PPE is provided.  
3. Workers are being educated on importance of such PPE usage while they are at work. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
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Action 
Taken: 
 
We have a system of training all newly joined employees (regular and outsourced) on 
respecting the use of PPE during work. All precautions are taken in adherence using this 
equipment. Workers directed to wear cotton gloves over them to avoid any slipping. All 
overlock operators provided with respiratory masks and necessary PPE is provided. They 
are educated on the importance of such PPE usage while they are at work. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Health and Safety: Ventilation/Electrical/Facility Installation and Maintenance  
 
H&S.17 All necessary ventilation, plumbing, electrical, noise and lighting services shall be installed and 
maintained to conform to applicable laws and in such a manner as to prevent or minimize hazardous 
conditions to workers in the facility. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Lighting at needlepoint on sewing machines in training section was recorded between 
144 – 185 lux. Lighting in cutting section ranged between 210 – 365 lux. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory shall review lighting of production areas and make the appropriate changes to 
improve lighting. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Lighting at needlepoint on sewing machines improved to required lux 600 – 750 by 
operating horizontal lighting, which was switched off on day of inspection. We will 
ensure proper lighting is maintained as per required lux norms. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
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Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Health and Safety: Machinery Maintenance and Worker Training  
 
H&S.18 All production machinery, equipment and tools shall be regularly maintained and properly 
guarded. Workers shall receive training in the proper use and safe operation of machinery, equipment 
and tools they use. Employers shall ensure safety instructions are either displayed/posted near all 
machinery or are readily accessible to the workers. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Needle guards missing from sewing machines in training center. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory management shall review machinery and ensure that needle guards are in place. 
In addition, workers must be trained on the importance of needle guards. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Needle guards are provided on missing sewing machines in training center. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
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Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Health and Safety: Bodily Strain  
 
H&S.20 Workstations, including seating and standing arrangements and reach required to obtain tools, 
shall be designed and set-up in such a manner as to minimize bodily strains. Employers shall train 
workers in proper lifting techniques and items such as belts shall be provided. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Workers on a few inline pressing stations using electric irons seen working barefoot. The 
absence of rubber mats could cause strain and also injury due to electric shock. Most 
workers with standing jobs seen working barefoot or wearing high-heeled hard-soled 
footwear. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
Factory management shall ensure that all workers are trained on the importance of 
protective equipment and will provide proper equipment to workers. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
1. Factory has a system of training all newly joined employees (regular and outsourced) 
on respect of PPE during work. All precautions taken in adherence on using equipment. 
Workers are directed to wear cotton gloves over them to avoid any slipping. All overlock 
operators provided with respiratory masks and necessary PPE is provided. They are 
educated on the importance of such PPE usage while they are at work.  
2. Rubber mats are being provided and workers are suggested not to use high-heeled 
hard-soled footwear while working. Suggestions noted. In the health and safety training 
programs, awareness of these things would be taken care of. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
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Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Health and Safety: Medical Facilities  
 
H&S.21 Medical facilities shall be established and maintained in factories as required by applicable 
laws. Medical staff shall be fully licensed and recognized under applicable local rules and regulations. 
An appropriate number of medical staff shall be on duty during all working hours, including any type of 
overtime, as required under local law. An appropriate stock of medical supplies shall be maintained at 
all times. Medicines of which the expiration date has passed must be replaced immediately and 
disposed of in a safe manner. (P)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Ambulance room is not provided. This is a legal requirement. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
[Factory name] must be in legal requirements for all buildings and services. Factory shall 
establish an ambulance room. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Ambulance room is ready with all medicines and equipments. A doctor and a nurse have 
been appointed. This will be done by December 5, 2008. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
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Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Health and Safety: Food Preparation  
 
H&S.25 All food made available to workers shall be prepared, stored, and served in a safe and sanitary 
manner in accordance with all applicable laws. All workers handling food shall be provided with the 
tools and equipment necessary to do so in a safe and sanitary manner. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Canteen has not been provided. This is a legal requirement. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
[Factory name] must be in legal requirements for all buildings and services. Factory must 
establish a canteen. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
We have provided ambulance room and materials also being brought. Steps taken for 
recruitment of part-time medical officer and full-time nurse. Steps taken to run canteen 
by outsourcing staff, as government permits providing for canteen on outsourcing basis. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
We are commencing canteen on December 1, 2008. 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Hours of Work: General Compliance Hours of Work  
 
HOW.1 Employers shall comply with all local laws, regulations and procedures concerning hours of 
work, public holidays and leave. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Per management, employees work hours within legal limits and given day off once a 
week. However, interviews with employees and outsourced workers reveal that total 
hours worked cross legal limits and FLA guidelines. Time record review for outsourced 
workers (housekeeping, security guards) revealed no weekly day off is being provided. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. As factory is principal employer, it is responsible for having a copy of all documents 
maintained in facility where these workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory shall review work hour policies and practices to ensure compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
OT hours recorded on day-to-day Synel system and linked to monthly wages and extra 
hours payments, which are calculated on basis of number of hours engaged in factory. 
All compensation records maintained accurately. No second record, which could not be 
produced. Personnel department responsible for all salaries and OT. As mentioned 
earlier, Synel system notes in/out times of workers and staff only. For outsourced 
workers, time cards maintained and will be audited by personnel department before 
finalized and processed for salaries. All contract workers employed through legal 
contract structures available according to law. All wages and OT records maintained by 
contractor, under our strict vigilance. All contract workers given time cards with entry 
recorded by gate security. All payment to workers will be in presence of HR candidate. 
Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. 
Salary disbursement will be done on company premises, under our supervision under 
calculation as per law. All OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
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Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Hours of Work: Rest Day  
 
HOW.2 Workers shall be entitled to at least one day off in every seven-day period. If workers must 
work on a rest day, an alternative day off must be provided within that same seven-day period or 
immediately following the seven-day period. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Outsourced security guards and housekeeping workers time record review reveals that 
no weekly day off is provided. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. As factory is principal employer, it is responsible for having copy of all documents 
maintained in facility where these workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, needs to ensure same standards being maintained 
for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory shall review work hour policies and practices to ensure compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of the changes to factory policies. 
Deadline 
Date:  
11/28/2008 
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Supplier 
CAP: 
 
We will ensure and insist contractor provides weekly day off to outsourced security 
guards and housekeeping workers, and pays extra wages if they work on rest days. The 
personnel department is responsible for all salaries and OT. Synel system takes out in-
times and out-times of workers and staff only. For outsourced workers, time cards 
maintained and audited by personnel department before being finalized and processed 
for salaries. All contract workers employed via legal contract structures available 
according to law. All wage and OT records maintained by contractor, under our strict 
vigilance. All contract workers given time cards with entry recorded by gate security. All 
payment to workers will be in presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be 
maintained and calculated by company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will 
be done on company premises, under our supervision under calculation as per law. All 
OT hours will be mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/25/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Hours of Work: Meal and Rest Breaks  
 
HOW.3 Employers shall provide reasonable meal and rest breaks, which, at a minimum, must comply 
with local laws. (S)  
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Outsourced security guard time record review revealed that on occasion, guards work 2 
shifts continuously with no breaks. Also, adequate rest at times not provided between 
shifts. No break given from start of work after lunch until end of OT hours for production 
employees. Work done for 6 hours continuously; not compliant with law requirements. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. As factory is principal employer, it is responsible for having copies of all documents 
maintained in facility where these workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory shall review work hour policies and practices to ensure compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies. 
Deadline 
Date:  
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Personnel department responsible for all salaries and OT. Synel system takes in/out-
times of workers and staff only. For outsourced workmen, time cards maintained and 
audited by personnel department before being finalized and processed for salaries. All 
contract workers employed via legal contract structures available according to law. All 
wage and OT records maintained by contractor, under our strict vigilance. All contract 
workers given time cards with entry recorded by gate security. All payment to workers 
will be in presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by 
company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done on company 
premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All OT hours will be 
mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
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Plan 
Complete: 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
Hours of Work: Time Recording System  
 
HOW.6 Time worked by all workers, regardless of compensation system, shall be fully documented by 
time cards or other accurate and reliable recording systems such as electronic swipe cards. Employers 
are prohibited from maintaining multiple time-keeping systems and/or false records for any fraudulent 
reason, such as to falsely demonstrate working hours. Time records maintained shall be authentic and 
accurate. (P) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Based on worker interviews, factory maintains 2 sets of time and pay records. While first 
set records regular hours and OT up to 16 hours a month (to comply with legal limit of 50 
hours a quarter for OT), second set records OT hours worked beyond 16 a month and 
work on rest days. Workers also said that when receiving wages, they sign 2 sets of wage 
records. OT hours on wage records less than OT worked according to workers. Second 
set of time records not produced for review. Security guards’ time records show 8 hour 
shifts; yet, guards said they work 12 hour shifts (72 hours a week). In absence of 
complete set of time records, cannot verify actual number of hours worked. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
1. As factory is principal employer, it is responsible for having copies of all documents 
maintained in facility where these workers are employed.  
2. Factory, being principal employer, is responsible and needs to ensure same standards 
are being maintained for all outsourced workers as they are for employees on their rolls.  
3. Factory to review work hour policies and practices to ensure compliance with law.  
4. Factory shall educate and train all staff on these changes. In addition, staff shall also 
train workers to be aware of changes to factory policies.  
5. There must be clarity and transparency around hours of work. All records must be 
transparent and accurate. 
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Deadline 
Date:  
 
10/30/2008 
Supplier 
CAP: 
OT hours recorded in day-to-day Synel system and linked to monthly wages and extra 
hours payments, which are calculated on basis of number of hours engaged in factory. 
All compensation records maintained accurately. No second record, which could not be 
produced. Personnel department responsible for all salaries and OT. Synel system notes 
in/out-times of workers and staff only. For outsourced workers, time cards maintained 
and audited by personnel department before being finalized and processed for salaries. 
All contract workers employed via legal contract structures available according to law. All 
wage and OT records maintained by contractor, under our strict vigilance. All contract 
workers given time cards with entry recorded by gate security. All payment to workers 
will be in presence of HR candidate. Payroll record will be maintained and calculated by 
company for all contract workers. Salary disbursement will be done on company 
premises, under our supervision, under calculation as per law. All OT hours will be 
mapped in method and paid according to law. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
11/19/2008 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
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Hours of Work: Annual Leave  
 
HOW.14 Employers shall provide workers with paid annual leave as required under local laws, 
regulations and procedures. (S) 
 Noncompliance 
 
Explanation: Outsourced security guards stated during interviews that they do not get any paid 
annual leave. They work on a "No work, No Pay" basis. 
Plan Of 
Action: 
As primary employer to outsourced workers, factory shall ensure all laws and regulations 
extend to outsourced workers. Therefore, factory shall take responsibility for payment of 
wages to outsourced workers along with monitoring hours worked. 
Deadline 
Date:  
 
Supplier 
CAP: 
Factory management has changed security agency, as they found continued discrepancy 
with earlier security service provider. Factory has resolved all issues with this change. 
New agency is maintaining correct wage and time records for all guards deputed. We are 
also doing personal interviews with guards to ensure that they are getting correct 
payment based on hours clocked. 
Supplier CAP 
Date:  
 
Action 
Taken: 
 
Plan 
Complete: 
 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
